In the probabilistic approach tb uncertainty management the input knowledge is usually represented by means of some probability distributions.
INTRODUCTION
The uncertainty management in inference systems is usually carried out by representing the partial knowledge through conditional or unconditional probabilities. In this context there are two main problems. The first one is about checking of the consistency of the knowledge base. The second one concerns with the "knowledge integration" process, that is with the extension, in a consistent wa y , of the initial probabilistic assessment by possibly constructing a complete probabilistic model. A survey of methods used to integrate the input knowledge is presented in Jirousek (1990) .
To check consistency we refer to the well known coherence principle of de Finetti (1974) , which can be based on the betting scheme or on the penalty criterion. The suitability of this approach has been outlined, for example, in Fulvia Spezzaferri Dip. Statistica University "La Sapienza" P .Ie A. Mora 5 -00185 Rome Coletti, Gilio and Scozzafava (1991) .
In this paper we consider two random variables X and Y, assuming respectively values {x1, ••. ,x1}, {yl! ... ,Yrn}. Denoting by A; and Bi the events (X=x;), (Y=y j ), we consider the conditional events Bj!A;, A;[Bj, i=1, ... ,/, j=1, ... ,m. We assume that the knowledge base is represented by two stochastic matrices P={P; j } and Q={qid' where Pi j =�(BjiA.) and q j ;=<:P(A;IBj) are respectively the probabilities of 8 iiA; and A;IB i' Note that in this paper the concept of conditional event is not used in the same sense as, for example, by Goodman and Nguyen (1988) . Following de Finetti's approach, a conditional event AlB is defined as true, false, undetermined, respectively, when A and 8 are true, A is false and 8 is true, B is false.
In section 2 some preliminary concepts and results are given. After some general results on coherence, a necessary and sufficient condition for the consistency of the initial assessment (P, Q) is described in section 3. In section 4 we evaluate the probabilities of the marginal events A1 and Bj as a coherent extension of (P, Q). Considering some special cases, necessary and sufficient conditions for the coherence of P and Q and explicit formulas for the marginals are obtained. Our results are based on a valuable relation on conditional probabilities introduced by Csaszar ( 1955 ) . A particular version of this relation, named "generalized Bayes theorem", has been used in a recent paper of Amarger, Dubois and Prade (1991) as a starting point in order to obtain the best bracketing of a conditional probability of interest, on the base of the bracketing of other conditional probabilities.
SOME PRELIMINARIES
In this section we introduce some preliminary results which will be used in what follows.
2.1
Generalized atoms Given a probability assessment P=(p1, . .. , Pn) for a family '!1 of n conditional events Et iH1, ... , EniHn, denote by C1, • . . , C, the atoms generated by E1, H;, i=1, ... , n, and contained in H1U ... UHn. The generalized atoms Q1, . . . , Q, relative to '!1 and P are defined as Q h=(ah1, . .. , ah n ), where ah1=1 or 0 or p;, according to whether Ch�E1H; or Ch�E1H1 or Ch�H1, . h=l, ... , s (Gilio, 1990 (Gilio, , 1992 
2.3
Probability extensions Let S' and ':P* be two conditional probabilities on % and %", where % � %*. Then ':1'* is called an extension of
there exists (at least) a coherent extension liJI".
On the contrary, given liJI" coherent on X" its restriction liJI on % is coherent too.
2.4
Csaszar's condition Given a conditional probability liJI, defined on Sx% where S is an algebra of events and :K.cS is a non empty family of events not containing 0, the family % is defined additive if, for each H1, H2E% it is H1UH2E%. Moreover, % is defined liJI-quasi additive (Csaszar, 1955) if, for each H1, H2E%, there exists KE%, H1 UH2�K, such that GJI(H1IK) + GJI(H2jK) > 0 .
In the same paper (Theorem 8.5) Csaszar has also shown the equivalence of the propositions:
i) the following condition is satisfied:
where E1 E S, H; E%, E1 � H1H1+1, and H n + t = H t:
ii) there exists an extension of c:P to <!P" defined on SxJI;.. where %" is an additive class containing %;
iii) there exists an extension of liJI to GJ" defined on Sx%*, where %" is a GJI-quasi additive class containing %.
We observe that, when E1=H1Hi+l and all the 
2.5
Connected matrices
In a paper of Spezzaferri (1981) the following definition is given: an lxm matrix P is connected if there are no row and column permutations which change P to the form
for some r, s, 1 $r<l, 1$s<m.
COHERENCE OF (P, Q)
Assuming positive probabilities for the conditioning events, the consistency checking of the initial assessment can be carried out using linear programming. More in general, without assuming strictly positive probabilities for the conditioning events, the consistency can be checked using the following result (Gilio, 1990 (Gilio, , 1992 .
Proposition 1
Given an assessment p 1 , p2, .. . , Pn for n conditional events E1jH1, E2jH2, ... , EniHn, a necessary and sufficient condition for its coherence is that, for each subset 1�{1,2, ... ,n}, the point P 1 =(p;, iEI) is a convex linear combination of the generalized atoms relative to the family CJ I = {E;IH;, iEI} and to the point P 1 .
The family of events considered in Proposition 1 is not required to have any algebraic property. An alternative way to check coherence when the family of events involved has a particular structure is stated in the following theorem (Rigo, 1988, Berti, Regazzini and Rigo, 1990) .
Theorem 2 A conditional probability ':P, defined on Sx% where S is an algebra of events and %CS is a non empty family of events not containing 0, is coherent if and only if, for each n, condition (1) is satisfied.
A different proof of Theorem 2, based on the generalized atoms (see section 2.1), is given in Gilio and Spezzaferri (1992) . In the same paper, from the previous theorem, the following result on coherence of ( P, Q) is obtained.
The conditional probability assessment ( P, Q), where P and Q are stochastic matrices, is coherent if and only if, for each n < min( l, m) where ikE{1,2, ... ,l}, jkE{1,2, ... ,m}, k=l,2, ... , n, and i.t#ih, jk=Jijh for k=Ji:h.
The proof of Corollary 3 follows from Theorem 2 extending the assessment ( P, Q) to a conditional probability ':P on S x %, where S is the algebra generated by the family Jb={A;. B i• i= 1 , ... , l , j= 1, ... ,m} and observing that, in this case, condition (1) reduces to (2).
EXTENSION TO MARGINAL DISTRIBUTIONS
In many applications, in order to integrate the knowledge, it can be required to compute the probabilities of the events A; and 8 i' that is the marginal distributions of the random variables X and Y. If the assessment ( P, Q) is coherent, then (P, Q) can be extended to a conditional probability ':P on S x% satisfying condition (2), where S is the algebra generated by the family %={A;, Bi, i=1, . Now, the checking of coherence of P and Q will be considered in some special cases and the problem of the uniqueness and computation of marginal distributions will be examined. To this regard, it will be proved useful to examine preliminarly the compatibility of (3), as a necessary condition for coherence of (P, Q).
P AND Q WITH TWO POSITIVE COLUMNS
Assume that P and Q satisfy the following property:
Property 4 There exist two indices ho, ko such that Piho>O, qiko>O, i=1, ... ,l, j=l, ... ,m .
Then, we have the following theorem ( Gilio and Spezzaferri, 1992 We observe that the compatibility of system (3) does not imply that condition (2) is satisfied. Therefore the coherence of (P, Q) is not assured, as it is shown in the following example. Let
Property 4 is satisfied, with ho=ko=1, and the unique solution is: f; = g;
However condition (2) does not hold for n=2, i1=j1=2, in=jn=3, so that the assessment (P, Q) is not coherent.
In order to achieve coherence a result of Berti, Regazzini and Rigo (1991, This result can be applied in our case defining f1 1= {A; , i= 1, ... ,l}, f12={B1, j=1, ... ,m} and checking (2) for i.1:, j.l: such that f; ·=g1 _ � _*=0. Note that f; • (g1 • ) >0 only if q h oi (P:0j) > U.
Finally, in order to check the coherence of the assessment (P, Q) we have to verify condition (4), which amounts to compatibility of (3), and then condition (2) for i.1:, h such that q hoi.1: =p .l:o i .1: = 0 .
P AND Q STRICTLY POSITIVE
The important case when P and Q are strictly positive is now considered. In this case the compatibility of system (3) does imply the coherence of (P, Q). In fact, if the system (3) is compatible, its solution is strictly positive. Therefore the checking of coherence of (P, Q) reduces to verify condition ( 4 ).
The following alternative solution of system (3), equivalent to (5), has been obtained in S pezzaferri ( 1981) i=1, .. . , 1, j=1, ... ,m. For any pair of subscripts (i, j) it is P; j >O if and only if q1;>0.
In the paper of Spezzaferri (1981, Theorem 3) it is shown that if the system (3) is compatible, then the solution is unique if and only if P (and therefore Q) is connected.
P AND Q CONNECTED
Assume that P and Q are connected. Let U={u;) be an lxm non negative connected matrix with exactly l+m-1 positive elements, each of which coincides with the corresponding element of P. Let V ={ v ji} be an mxl non negative connected matrix obtained in a similar way from Q.
Consider the matrices T=(UV) "Y-1U, Z=(VU) ")'-1V, where "Y is the smallest integer such that the above matrices are strictly positive. Then, in the quoted paper of Spezzaferri (Theorem 4) it is proved that ")'�min(l, m) and (i) the system (3) is compatible if and only if the following condition is satisfied:
(ii) the (unique and positive) solution is where t;i and z1; are the elements of T and Z.
As in section 4.2, if the system (3) is compatible, its solution is strictly positive. Therefore the compatibility of system (3) implies the coherence of (P, Q) and the checking of coherence reduces to verify condition (6).
Finally, in order to check the coherence of the assessment (P, Q) we have to define two connected matrices U and V, to compute T and Z and to verify condition (6).
Note that in all the above cases, if the assessment (P, Q) is coherent its extension to the marginal distributions is unique. On the contrary, in the case examined in the next section this property does not hold.
4.3.2
P AND Q NOT CONNECTED Assume that P and Q are not connected. Therefore we have
for some r, s, l$r<l, 1$s<m, where A, B, C, D are stochastic matrices.
We have the following result:
Proposition 7 The assessment ( P, Q) is coherent if and only if the two assessments (A, C) and (B, D) are coherent.
Proof. Observe that condition (2) of Corollary (3), applied to the actual (P, Q), reduces to the identity 0=0 if among the subscripts ii: or h, k=l,2, ... ,n, there IS a pair (i�: 1 , i,.2) or (h1, j �:2 ) such that 1$i�: 1 $r and r+l$i�t 2 $/ or Therefore condition (2) applied to ( P, Q) is equivalent to the same condition applied separately to (A, C) and (B, D).
Let us now assume that A, B (and therefore C, D) are connected.
Then, we can apply the procedure described in section 4.3.1 to the assessments (A, C) and (B. D). Consider the systems If (7) and (8) are compatible (i.e., the corresponding matrices satisfy condition (6)), then (A, C) and (B, D) are both coherent and, by Proposition 7, (P, Q) is coherent too. Moreover, denoting respectively by f 1, ... , f r, g1, ... , g. and by f r+l• . .. , f,, g•+l• . .. , gm the solutions of (7) and (8), for each OE(O,l), the set of values r,·=tlf;, i=l, . . . ,r, £,"=(1-0)f,, i=r+l, .. . ,/, (9) s/=9gj, j:::: l, . . . ,s, g/=(1-9)gj, j=s+l, . . . ,m, is a positive solution of system (3), providing (as in sections 4.2 and 4.3.1) a coherent extension to the marginals of the assessment (P, Q). Note that, from the closure property of coherence with respect to the limit, the two sets of values (9) corresponding to £1=0, 9:::: 1 provide coherent m:: uginals too.
To remark that in general compatibility is not equivalent to coherence, we observe that if only one of the two systems (7), (8) is compatible, e.g. (7), then the assessment (P, Q) is not coherent. However the system (3) admits the solution (9) with 0=1.
Finally, if A or B (and therefore C or D) is not connected we have to apply to (A, C) or {B, D) the same procedure developed in this section to analyze (P, Q). This process can be iterated to obtain a partition of P and Q in connected matrices.
5

CONCLUSIONS
In this paper it has been assumed that the knowledge base consists of two discrete conditional distributions, represented by two stochastic matrices P and Q. The problems of coherence of the initial assessment and that of its extension to the marginal distributions have been examined. To investigate coherence a key role has been played by Csaszar's condition. It has been shown that to study the previous problems it is useful to examine the compatibility of a suitable system associated to P and Q. In some special cases necessary and sufficient conditions for the coherence of P and Q and explicit formulas for the marginals have been given. To analyze the relationship between compatibility and coherence a useful tool has been the concept of connected matrix.
